NETZSCH Lohnmahltechnik is still present for you!

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,

All of us undergo at the moment a time of restrictiveness never seen before. The Corona-Virus dominates our daily life and of course, affects significantly the economy. Entire industrial sectors came partly or totally to a standstill.

Thanks to the excellent crisis management of the German government and the disciplined behavior of all of us, these days first loosening have been started. This will be made to avoid further damage of the German and Global economy.

Most probably it will be a long way to reach normality again.

Right now the automotive industry and also some other sectors restarting their production. In case all of them will require delivery-chain at the same time, supply shortfall will be obviously possible.

We, NETZSCH Lohnmahltechnik, are unchanged fully able to work and our production will be still available for you any time. Measures to protect our colleagues have been elaborated together with our group top management and are implemented since then.

Currently there is offered an opportunity to analyze the production scheduling and to put certain materials toll processed by us on stock. This will prevent supply shortfall and additionally re-starting of your production will be less risky. Due to an early enough and long term planning, we commonly are able to release pressure on scheduling conflicts.

If you wish, please get in contact with us and our Sales team will discuss our possibilities and will work out a common strategy together with you.

We wish you and all of us, that this terrible time will end as fast as possible.

You, your family and your employees keep well and fit!

Best regards

NETZSCH Lohnmahltechnik GmbH
Bobingen, 14.05.2020